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SESSION V: STOCKS + PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT 
 


Home Assignments # 5 / 6 
 


1. Calculate  betas  for  the  five  stocks  in  the  data-file  (Moodle).  Estimating  beta  against  the  
market  index  using  OLS  (ordinary  least  squares  =  regression).  Use  only  the  last  250  
observations. Calculate also expected returns (per annum) for stocks using the CAPM. 
Use 5% as your estimate for the market risk premium and 3% as the risk-free rate.  


2. Re-calculate the variance-covariance matrix in HA4/Q8 using betas and variance of the 
market returns per annum (note: the equation can be found from the books: Var(Rm) times 
beta i times beta j).  


3. To make the matrix mathematically correct in the previous question, add on the diagonal 
of this matrix the variance per annum of the residual term from the market model 
regressions (from Q1) for the corresponding asset (report also these variances separately). 
In the end, report var-cov matrices with (this question) and without this adjustment 
(previous questions).  


4. Use the variance-covariance matrix from Question 3 (or Q2 if you could not do Q3) and 
calculate the frontier portfolio when a) short-sales are allowed. 


5. And  b)  when  they  are  not.  Take  expected  returns  from  Question  1.  Provide  a  print  of  
your spreadsheet including your solution. The answer should also include a graph of the 
frontier. 


6. Write a Sub-procedure that writes to a spreadsheet named “Test” numbers from 100 to 1 
into column A, starting from cell A5 downwards using Do…While-loop. Next ask the 
user  to  provide  a  number  and  put  that  number  into  cell  E10.  After  that  activate  cell  X  
rows up or down, Y columns left of right from E10 and copy the number to that cell. 
Get  values  for  X  and  Y  from  cells  B1  and  C1.  (Hint:  use  Cells  &  Offset  &  consult  
book(s) to find more information).  


7. (2 points) When a risk-free asset and one risky asset (market portfolio) are available, it 
can be shown that the optimum choice can be solved by maximizing E[rp]–0,5AiVar(rp), if 
returns are normally distributed, investors have CRRA utility function, and the market is 
efficient (+ standard MPT assumptions). Ai is investor i’s constant relative risk aversion 
(CRRA; typically between 1 and 5). The optimum share of wealth invested in the market 
portfolio is wm = (E[rm] – rf )/(Ai Var(rm)) whereas the rest, (1–wm), is invested in the risk-
free asset. If the market portfolio consists of stocks and bonds, the share of wealth 
invested in the market portfolio has to be broken down in a subsequent optimization. It 
turns out that the optimum share of the market portfolio invested in the stocks is equal to  
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As  a  result,  one  should  invest  (1-wm) into the risk-free asset, wm ws into stocks (stock 
market portfolio; index), and wm (1–ws) into bonds (bond market portfolio).  
a. Calculate optimal shares for each asset class, if CRRA=2, risk-free return is three 


percent, expected returns for stocks and bonds are eight and four percent, their 
volatilities are twenty and five percent, and the correlation between stocks’ and 
bonds’ returns is fifty percent. Market portfolio consists of bonds (40%) and stocks 
(60%).  


b. Analyze how investors’ expectations regarding bond’s and stock’s return affect the 
share to be invested in stocks and bonds using two-way analysis in Data|Table-tool 
ceteris paribus.  
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c. Prepare a graph of the result in previous question b.  
 
This home assignment is to be prepared individually (two identical solutions = plagiarism). 
 
Prepare your solutions using English language. Return your answers by email as an Excel file to 
[email protected]. Deadline is Monday May 28th, 3 pm. 
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SESSION VI: DERIVATIVES 
 


Home Assignment # 6 / 6 
 


1. Design a UserForm that gathers information necessary to value a stock. Print the 
UserFrom and necessary VBA-code to show it when the workbook is opened and hide it 
when the DONE-button in the UserForm is pressed. 


2. Build a VBA-program to does the actual valuation in the previous question. Your 
program  should  pick  up  the  parameter  values  (D1,  r,  and  g  at  the  minimum)  from  the  
UserForm and put the result back into the same UserForm when the user presses 
CALCULATE-button. Print the code. Your valuation model does not have to be 
anything fancy i.e. standard Gordon’s model will do. 


3. Value an exotic call option (so-called fixed strike lookback option) whose payoff is 
Max(0, S* - X), where X is the exercise price and S* is the maximum value of the stock 
during the life span of the option. Hint: Look at the simulation code for Asian option and 
change it accordingly.  


a) Run 500 simulations and calculate the price of this option. Provide listing of the 
program  and  of  your  result  (i.e.  the  average  value  of  the  option  in  500  
simulations, not a list of 500 results). 


b) Is this kind of option better for the holder of it if compared to a plain vanilla 
option? 


4. Calculate price for a plain vanilla put option using Black-Scholes equation (T=1 year, risk-
free rate=5%, dividend yield=0%, volatility=20%, S=14, X=20). Estimate the price also 
using simulation (500 runs), in which you allow for the jumps in the price process [jump 
size% ~ N(-5%,10%)]. Show the prices as well as your VBA-code.  


5. 2 points: Modify the simulation program in Question 3 so that it allows for 
autoregressive conditional heteroscedasticity process of first degree for the variance. In 
other  words,  the  variance  should  follow  ARCH(1)  process  where  today’s  variance  is  a  
constant omega plus alpha (>0) times yesterday’s innovation/shock squared:  
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Constant omega represents the long-term average variance (>0); here: assume that it is 
20% raised to power of two per annum (  notice: return are per day  you have to deal 
with this; several approaches). Innovation/shock is equal to yesterday’s continuously 
compounded return minus expected return. Here you can assume that the innovation is 
simply realized return squared since expected return is close to zero for one day. Alpha is 
the first order autocorrelation coefficient for squared return series; here: assume to be 0.5. 


a) Provide VBA-code for pricing the option under ARCH(1) variance process.  
b) Provide graph of your volatility process (square root of variance) from one simulation. 
c) Calculate price for the call option using this modified simulation (500 runs).  
d) Black-Scholes model has been criticized for unrealistic assumptions. Does this 


modification make the model closer to the reality i.e. more realistic? Why/why not? 
e) 1 bonus points: provide separate VBA-program where you have used GARCH(1,1) 


process instead (assume alpha=0.06 and beta=0.90): 
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This home assignment is to be prepared individually (two identical solutions = plagiarism). 
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Prepare your solutions using English language. Return your answers by email as an Excel file to 
[email protected]. Deadline is Monday May 28th, 3 pm. 
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